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Undergraduate enrollment 
(PHYS, 2nd-4th yr)

2023 graduating class –
More women (and gender 
minorities) then men

Many factors at play!





Problem 1
The student-supervisor relationship
Apprenticeship into what?

Problem 2
We dropped the ball
Funding funding funding

Problem 3
Poorly designed feedback systems

Possible solutions you can implement immediately.



“when the [mentor/mentee] relationship is good, it is very, very good . . . 
unfortunately, when the relationship is bad, it can be horrid” 

- Golde et al. (2009)



Image from the Maciejowski Bible

Apprenticeship
model

“Graduate education broadly and STEM graduate 
education specifically, have historically reflected a 
socialization model (Bragg, 1976). Socialization is the 
“process by which individuals acquire the values, 
attitudes, norms, knowledge, and skills needed to 
perform their roles” (Bragg, 1976, p. 6) for membership 
into a specific group. “

Minshew et al., AERA Open 7: 1-16 (2021)



“Faculty Job Market in Physics and Astronomy Departments Trends in Physics PhDs
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https://www.aip.org/statistics/reports/faculty-job-market-physics-and-astronomy-departments
https://www.aip.org/statistics/reports/trends-physics-phds-171819
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“Canada lagged other countries in the share with graduate degrees, 
at 9.3% (8.2% with a master's degree or equivalent and 1.1% with an 
earned doctorate), whereas in the other G7 countries, this share ranged 
from 13% to 15%.”  

Data from 2021 Census – report released 2022-11-30





• “We are currently preparing students for jobs that don’t yet exist … using 
technologies that haven’t been invented … in order to solve problems we 
don’t even know are problems yet.”

•—attributed to Richard Riley, former US Secretary of Education

And we do a really bad job of predicting the future.

A personal example: solar research at Brookhaven National Laboratory



By 1989, BNL solar 
energy efforts 
overgrown with weeds.

My conclusion: solar is DEAD.

Investments in solar R&D by 
industry and government.





“We are currently preparing 
students for jobs that don’t yet 
exist … using technologies that 
haven’t been invented … in 
order to solve problems we 
don’t even know are problems 
yet.”

• —attributed to Richard Riley, former US 
Secretary of Education

In 
tension 

with

Apprenticeship model

My grad students should not become “mini-me’s”!
They need to become so much more!



in general make [grad degrees] faster, outcomes-focused and for God’s sake 
end the apprenticeship system – make graduate students’ progress the 
responsibility of the entire department not a single prof.”
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Don’t forget about tuitionStatistics Canada. Table 11-10-0241-01
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To put it starkly, current support for graduate students—the researchers of 
tomorrow—is at a breaking point. The values of the government's awards for 
university research trainees have remained virtually stagnant for the past 
20 years. …

This has a disproportionate impact on marginalized or underrepresented 
groups, affecting diversity in the talent pool for years downstream. “

Recommendation 6: Funding for graduate students and postdoctoral 
fellows should be increased to an internationally competitive level.

We can’t wait for government to solve this problem.
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Measure 
number of years 
to completion





“Paradoxically, the most academically capable, most academically 
successful, most stringently evaluated, and most carefully selected 
students in the entire higher education system—doctoral students—are 
the least likely to complete their chosen academic goals.

Golde, Review of Higher Education 23 (2000)

Stunningly high 
rates of doctoral student attrition, which consistently range from 40 to 
50%, are one of academia’s well-kept secrets (Berelson, 1960; Bowen & 
Rudenstine, 1992; Lovitts, 1996). Indeed, so wide-spread and persistent is 
the norm of attrition and the lack of research about it that Bowen and 
Rudenstine, authors of a landmark book on doctoral education, say: “The 
practice has been (for understandable reasons) to concentrate on those 
students who actually earn doctorates, allowing those who drop out to 
disappear from sight” (1992, p. 107).”

https://muse.jhu.edu/pub/1/article/30095?casa_token=9ec5fW5UrDsAAAAA:fQ_buSGOuqpPDhBewYAMI2Ynnydigj2nhaaq1R6_JlbJ2sjBgwNx4TZzGCeVBafTi50fkLqGSj36#b2
https://muse.jhu.edu/pub/1/article/30095?casa_token=9ec5fW5UrDsAAAAA:fQ_buSGOuqpPDhBewYAMI2Ynnydigj2nhaaq1R6_JlbJ2sjBgwNx4TZzGCeVBafTi50fkLqGSj36#b4
https://muse.jhu.edu/pub/1/article/30095?casa_token=9ec5fW5UrDsAAAAA:fQ_buSGOuqpPDhBewYAMI2Ynnydigj2nhaaq1R6_JlbJ2sjBgwNx4TZzGCeVBafTi50fkLqGSj36#b33
https://muse.jhu.edu/pub/1/article/30095?casa_token=9ec5fW5UrDsAAAAA:fQ_buSGOuqpPDhBewYAMI2Ynnydigj2nhaaq1R6_JlbJ2sjBgwNx4TZzGCeVBafTi50fkLqGSj36#b4
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CREATE-MAPS retreat 2022, Elbow Lake









Known implication: fewer graduate students

International Masters student:$34,449
Domestic Masters student: $26,539





Apprenticeship model makes no sense

Dropped the ball on funding Poorly designed feedback systems

Add external mentor
Internships
Empower supervisory committees

Increase their funding
Decide what matters
Measure it

Travel to 2033
Work on problems relevant to themselves across disciplinary boundaries while developing 
range of professional skills. Finish on time and are able to communicate their value to a 
range of audiences. Graduate students feel valued and that they belong. 


